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Hyperflash Harness Installation 
 
There are two ways to install this. These instructions will take you through what I’ve found to be 
easier. You can also remove your center console and install this that way. 
 

1) Remove the two small screws from the panel under the steering wheel. Two on each side.  

 
 

2) Take a small flat screwdriver and remove the fog/rear compartment switch. Behind it will be a 
screw you need to remove. 
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3) Move to the side by the ignition. Remove the cover over the sensor the same way as above.  

There is 1 screw that needs removed behind this cover.  Patience is a must for the next section
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4) This step is hard to explain. You will want to squeeze the sides of this sensor while pushing 

and pulling. Your goal is to push it in while you pull out on the corner of the bezel.  When 
done it should hang on the inside of the bezel.  

5) Remove the kick panel below the steering wheel. This will take pulling and prying, but do not 
force it.  
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6) Locate the two plugs where the harness will install. They are to the right. 

 
 

 
 

7) Disconnect those plugs and insert your hyperflash harness. Test out your flashers. The car 
must be started or the lights on. If everything checks out tuck away the harness and reverse 
the above directions.  The flasher will have its own unique click sound. This is normal.  
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Like mentioned earlier there are a couple ways to do this. If you’ve never taken your car apart 
like this expect it to be a little tough as the parts have been together for so long.  
 
If you have any questions/concerns email us.  Sales@jwmotoring.com 
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